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We have amended (section 9) to confirm the
steps managers need to take to obtain a copy of
the recording when responding to a service
complaint that an employee was rude or
discourteous on the telephone.
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1. Deciding what to do with post decision correspondence
Post decision correspondence
received. If PAP/JR, refer as per
instructions in legal manual

Was a draft
decision
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Yes

Did the
complainant
respond?

Yes

No

Raises new
information
that clearly
affects
decision

No

No

Is the
information
adequate to
form a
PDR?

Does the
complainant
say they
didn’t receive
the draft?

No

Yes
Yes

Deal with as
late DD
response

Yes

Investigator
completes
information
form and
tasks TC

Investigator
sends
standard
rejection
letter

Investigator
responds

PDR
process

Post review
correspondence
received

Reviewer checks whether it is a PAP/JR
threat or other reason why it may require a
response. If not, NFA
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2. Expectations when dealing with reviews of decisions
2.1. Complainants
Note – a Body In Jurisdiction can ask for a review as well as a complainant. Treat these
requests in the same way.
The complainant will identify, ideally in writing and within one month of the decision (but
consider special circumstances):
•
•

Important evidence which was relied on is not accurate, and this can be shown using
readily available information; or
New and relevant information that was not previously available and which affects the
decision we made.

Without this we will not normally review the decision.
Reports are not subject to the PDR process. They are the Ombudsman’s decisions and can
only be challenged by judicial review.
2.2 Investigators (includes ATLs)
Upon receipt of a review request the Investigator who decided the complaint will consider the
information provided and determine whether the criteria for a review have been met. This
does not mean the Investigator is reviewing their own decision.
Investigators will, if asked, tell the complainant our review procedure, even if this is before
they have made a decision using the appropriate standard letter or paragraph. They should
be told, however, that we will only review final decisions, not drafts.
Whenever we receive a review request we should ensure the complainant receives a copy of
the leaflet ‘Your complaint, our decision’ that explains the grounds for requesting a review.
This should be sent before progressing the case for a review.
Some post decision correspondence might be ‘last words’ and will not need a response.
If the complainant was not sent a draft decision, or says they did not receive it, or did not
receive it before the decision was made, correspondence which challenges the decision can
be treated as late comments on the draft and the Investigator can reply to this with a fresh
decision, further investigation or by confirming the decision remains unchanged.
If a review request is made following a decision and the Investigator considers the
information provided justifies reopening the complaint, they should do so. Exceptionally,
where the relationship has broken down irretrievably, the Investigator should raise the matter
with their manager to consider reallocation. If the complainant has provided information
which meets the criteria for a review and the Investigator does not consider the case should
be re-opened, they should pass the case for review. Example scenarios are available at 2.5
Examples.
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If the Investigator decides to re-open the case themselves and carry out further work,
before regressing the case back to enquiries or draft decision stage, they need to
delete the decision screen. If they do not delete the decision when they re-open the
case, the case will not appear on the Investigator’s ‘in progress’ report.
If the complainant has clearly not provided the information needed for a review, the
Investigator should tell the complainant they will not pass the decision for review. (Standard
letter ‘PDR Inv letter no new info’ can be used.) This should be recorded on the ‘Other
Contact’ screen, using ‘Investigator responded’ and ‘Invalid review request’ in the ‘Action
taken’ field (as well as completing the other fields). If the complainant challenges the
Investigator’s decision that the criteria for review have not been met, the Investigator should
discuss this with their line manager and agree what action (if any) to take. If the decision is
to pass the case for review we should record the ‘request date’ on the PDR screen as the
date we agreed to review the decision.
The decision about whether a case should be passed for review should be made promptly
following receipt of the correspondence.
If in any doubt, the Investigator should seek advice from their manager.
If the case is passed for review, the Investigator will complete the Challenge/staff conduct
complaint Information form. They will deal with the major points the complainant has raised:
putting ‘See N&A’ (or similar) in a reference to previous notes is not acceptable.
The Investigator will ask a Team Coordinator to send the complainant an acknowledgment
that the case has gone to review and pass it to the reviewer.
2.3 Administration
Intake Reviews
Complaints about Intake decisions can be presented orally or in writing and can be recorded
by any member of Intake staff. The member of staff taking the complaint will record the
contact in ECHO and set a task for the decision makers line manager to review.
For complaints that relate to adviser decisions, an Intake Team Leader (ITL) will normally
manage the complaint. However, there may be occasions where the ITL decides the
Customer Services Manager (CSM) should respond. This may be due to the nature of the
complaint or issues with the complainant.
Where a review request is about a decision taken by an ITL, the CSM will carry out the
review. The CSM is the final stage of the process and no further challenges regarding the
Intake decision making will be considered.
The reviewer will complete the relevant ECHO screens.
Assessment reviews
Reviews of Assessment Team decisions are done by the ATLs. There may be occasions
where the ATL decides the Director of Intake and Assessment should respond. This may be
due to the nature of the complaint or issues with the complainant.
Where a review request is about a decision taken by an Assessment Team Leader, the
Director of Intake and Assessment will carry out the review.
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There is a quarterly rota for which ATL reviews which team.
Investigation Reviews
There is a rota for assigning which manager will get the next review which requires
completing. It can be found here [available to Ombudsman staff].
The Team Co-ordinator will allocate the review to a manager from the list and set a task for
the reviewing manager to inform them of the review. Where there has either been delay in
the review being identified, the review request is out of time, or there is a JR threat within the
request, the Team Co-ordinator should include a comment about these in the task title. They
will also change the case owner to the reviewing manager through the case properties
screen, however they should leave the team as that of the original Investigator.
When managers go on leave for more than a week they can make a note on the rota of the
dates they will be out of the office. Team Co-ordinators will not allocate reviews until the
manager is within a week of their return to work. It is the manager’s responsibility to record
their leave dates on the rota.
2.4 Reviewer
The reviewer will send the complainant a decision on the review within 20 working days of us
receiving the review request (not the date it was allocated or passed to the reviewer). If they
cannot do this they should send the complainant a Keeping in Touch letter.
If the complainant asks for extra time to submit further evidence, the reviewer may reset the
20 working day period from its receipt by amending the ‘request date’ on the PDR screen in
Echo. An acknowledgement letter confirming this should be sent.
The reviewer’s options are –
a) Tell the complainant the information sent is not enough to justify a review if they
consider this is the case.
b) Tell the complainant their request is too late and they have not given any good
reasons why this is.
c) Decide the Investigator’s decision is sound.
d) Decide the decision is sound, but the SOR needs some amendment.
e) Decide the information justifies reopening the case and passing it to Investigation /
further investigating the complaint.
f) Decide the information justifies reopening the case and closing it with a different
decision reason.
The review can use the standard letters available on ECHO.
If a new decision is required, the reviewer will decide who should deal with the case. The
default is that it should be passed back to the original Investigator. The reviewer may wish to
ask the complainant or the Body in Jurisdiction for more information.
The reviewer will not reinvestigate the case. They will concentrate on the points the
complainant has raised, but if they think the Investigator has misunderstood a jurisdictional
point the complainant has not raised they will consider that.
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The reviewer will only change the decision where the Investigator has made a mistake in our
jurisdiction, or has clearly misinterpreted information, or new evidence or other reason
shows the original decision is unsound.
The reviewer will not change a decision if, although they would not have made that decision
themselves, the decision is within the range of acceptable Ombudsman decisions. In other
words, do not change a decision just because you would give different weight to evidence.
If the reviewer thinks the decision is wrong they may discuss this with the Investigator before
making a formal decision. They will normally provide a draft of their decision letter to the
Investigator for comments before sending. But this should not delay the decision on the
review if, for example the Investigator is on leave.
After deciding a review the reviewer will complete the relevant post decision screen. They
will note any lessons learnt in the relevant section. The reviewer will also complete the
Quality screen, including any comments on good work, and let the Investigator and their
manager know the result of the review.
The reviewer deals with any post review correspondence though may also refer to the
original Investigator if necessary. Generally, there should be no further action and no further
contact, though a standard letter can be used
2.5 Examples
When is a post decision letter from a complainant a review request?
A. The complainant says they did not get the draft decision and makes comments on the
decision. The Investigator should treat this as a late response to a draft decision and
respond as if they had not made the decision. The options are to –
• confirm that the decision made previously will not be changed;
• reopen the case and make a new decision with a different reason; in some cases a
new draft view may be needed;
• reopen the case and pass to Investigation / carry out further work.
B. The complainant queries a fact in the statement, asks for more explanation of a point or
says they do not want the statement published – but do not say that the decision is
wrong. This is not a review request and the Investigator will reply to this.
C. The complainant appears to be providing ‘last words’ and does not appear to be
questioning the decision as such, or asking for a review. This is probably not a review
request and probably does not need a response. But be careful that you do not ignore
this, only later to be the subject of a review request and a service complaint that you did
not respond. Your knowledge of the complainant’s attitude may help here. If in doubt ask
your manager.
D. The complainant challenges an absolute bar. If they give reasons why the bar does not
apply this is a review request. Otherwise the Investigator will respond to explain why the
bar applies.
E. The complainant questions the exercise of a discretionary bar, including giving reasons
why we should exercise our discretion. This is a review request and the case should be
passed for review.
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F. The complainant says the complaint investigated is not what was put to us by them. This
is a review request and the case should be passed for review.
G. The complainant says they do not accept your judgement or they want the matter
investigated further. If the correspondence does not fulfil our criteria to undertake a
review the Investigator should respond using the appropriate standard letter. If the
complainant replies to this, but does not give any reasons, do not engage in further
correspondence, but pass the case to a Reviewer, who will decide how to respond. If an
Investigator is responding they should not say “The Ombudsman cannot help you
further” unless a Reviewer has already reviewed the case.
H. The complainant requests a review which contains all the required information but it is
outside of the one month time limit. This is a review request and should be passed to a
Reviewer, who will decide whether there are good reasons to accept a late request or
not.
I.

The complainant requests a review however it does not contain all the required
information and is outside of the one month time limit. This is not a review request. The
Investigator should send the standard letter but add an extra paragraph to explain that
the request is also late and if the complainant wants to pursue the review request, they
will also need to provide reasons why their request is late.

J. The complainant states at closure that they intend to collect evidence to prove the
information the Council provided was false. After six months, the complainant comes
back to the Investigator with evidence they have gathered. This is a review request and
the Investigator has two options here:
• If the Investigator agrees the information alters their decision they can reopen the
case, carry out any further work as necessary and make a new decision; in some
cases a new draft view may be needed;
• If the Investigator considers the information does not change their decision in
anyway, they should pass the case to a reviewer for a decision about whether to
accept the late review request on the basis that the information was not available at
an earlier date and therefore whether to provide a full response.
K. The complainant provides new information which they consider changes the outcome of
their complaint. This is a review request and the Investigator has two options here:
• If the Investigator agrees the information alters their decision they can reopen the
case, carry out any further work as necessary and make a new decision; in some
cases a new draft view may be needed;
• If the Investigator considers the information does not change their decision in
anyway, they should pass the case to a reviewer for a response.

3. How to complete the ‘Other Contact’ screen when the Investigator
rejects the PDR request
If an Investigator receives a review request and responds themselves, or receives a review
request and rejects it, they should record this contact in the ‘other contact’ screen. The
nature of request is ‘investigation review request’ – this option should be used whether the
request comes in at Assessment or Investigation. There are two outcomes available:
•

Investigator responded:
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o

•

This should be used for those occasions where a review request is received
and the Investigator decides to carry out further work on the case themselves
Invalid review request:
o This should be used where the Investigator has decided the review request
does not meet the criteria for requesting a review and has sent the relevant
rejection letter.

The ‘actual date’ should be the date the Investigator either decided they would carry out the
further work, or sent the relevant rejection letter. The ‘date of outcome’ should be the same
as the ‘actual date’.
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4. How to complete the PDR screen when a manager rejects a review
request

The reviewer should complete
the date they decided the PDR
request should be rejected and
communicated this decision to
the requestor

The action taken will be either:
Rejected – out of time
Rejected – no grounds made out

The response will be:
Letter from reviewer – explaining
outcome

Put the details of why the PDR has been rejected
in this free text box

This should be the same
decision as recorded on the
decision screen
This is the date the rejection
letter was sent

This is the name of the manager
who rejected the PDR request

This field MUST be left blank
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5. How to complete the PDR screen when a review is completed
The PDR screen records two separate but related sets of information:
1. The outcome of the PDR request; and
2. The final decision about the complaint itself.
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The simplest way to explain it is to give a few scenarios. All PDR responses should be saved
to the ‘Decision and PDR decision’ folder in ECHO.
The outcome of the PDR is one of the following:
5.1. Decision sound and justified and adequately explained or Decision sound and
justified but further explanation needed
The PDR Decision date would be the date the manager wrote to the complainant to explain
their decision about the review request and to confirm that the decision about the complaint
was correct. The Investigation Status field and PDR Decision would be exactly the same as
the original complaint decision and the Decision By would be the reviewer’s name.
As an aide-memoire, the original decision is noted at the top of the PDR screen. It is
important to make sure that the correct decision reason is entered as the reports to identify
overturned decisions are based on a comparison of what is in the original decision box and
what is in the PDR decision box. If you make a mistake and put in a different decision reason
to the original one, the complaint will appear as a complaint where the original complaint
decision has been overturned, and ECHO reports will pick up the wrong decision date.
JR runs from the date of the PDR decision.
The case owner should be altered through case properties back to the name of the original
Investigator.

5.2. Decision amended and explained (substantive)
In these cases, while no further enquiries are needed, we are altering the decision. The PDR
decision date would be the date the manager wrote to the PA to explain their decision about
the review request and to explain what the new decision about the complaint was. The
Investigation Status field and PDR Decision would be the new decision reason and the
Decision By would be the reviewer’s name.
JR runs from the date of the new decision.
The case owner should be altered through case properties back to the name of the original
Investigator.
5.3. Decision not sound and justified – further enquiries needed (substantive)
As the manager, you will not enter anything in the Investigation Status Field, PDR Decision
field or PDR Decision Date. The only fields to complete are the Response Due, Action taken
upon request, Response to Requestor, Decision By and Outcome of Request fields. The
original decision statement needs moving from the statement for publication folder and in to
the decision folder.
The person carrying out the further enquiries needs to record their work in the PDR
Enquiries and PV tabs. When they make their decision about the complaint, they should
complete the Investigation Status, PDR Decision and PDR Decision Date fields. Obviously,
this may be a different complaint decision to the original one, or it may be the same.
JR runs from the date of the new decision.
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The case owner should be left as the name of the Investigator who carried out the further
work and made the revised decision.
5.4. Any post PDR correspondence
Because of how ECHO reporting works, please enter any post PDR correspondence on the
‘Other Contact’ screen. In ‘Nature of Contact’, there is an option for ‘Post Review
correspondence’.
If the contact is the PA wanting the ‘final word’ – either post decision, or post PDR – then it
should be recorded in ‘Other Contact’.
If you find you have a PDR which does not fit in with any of the above examples,
please ring Geraldine Marsh to discuss the most appropriate way to complete the
PDR screens.
6. What to do if the reviewer considers the decision reason has been
recorded incorrectly at the decision stage
There are times when the decision recorded at Investigation could be wrong. If you
encounter a case like this:
1. Regress the case back to the decision screen, edit the screen, and overtype the
existing decision with the correct one and save the screen. You do not need to
change the decision date.
2. If the change in decision reason would lead to a different decision explanation
appearing on the bottom of the decision letter to the BinJ, you must re-issue the
decision letter to the BinJ with an explanation why it is being re-issued.
3. If the case has been published, we will need to get the published statement removed
from the website. Please contact Nicky Watson about this.
4. You can then progress the case back to the PDR screen and complete the PDR
screen and close the case as normal
5. When you complete the Quality Monitoring screen, you must answer ‘no’ to the
question ‘was the decision reason properly recorded in ECHO?’
6. You must then raise an IT helpdesk call using the following options and wording:

7. Sysadmin will then change the data in the background to ensure all the reporting will
work correctly.
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7. 2nd reviews

Once a review has been carried out there is no option for a second review, unless the
outcome of the first review was that the case should be re-opened. In those cases, if the
complainant requests a review of the decision made on the re-opened case, they can do so.
However, because of the way ECHO is set up the 2nd review will not normally be recorded
on the PDR screen. The only time the PDR screen will be amended as a result of a 2nd
review is if the decision is changed yet again.
2nd reviews should be recorded on the ‘Other contact’ screen. There is an option in the
‘Nature of Contact’ to record ‘PDR decision review request’. The screen can then be
completed to record the outcome of the 2nd review. The outcome options are:
•
•
•

Decision changed
Decision confirmed
Decision confirmed – further explanation needed.

It is only if the ‘decision changed’ option is used that the PDR screen itself should be
amended. In those cases, it depends on whether further enquiries were needed again or
whether it is just the manager changing the decision. If the manager is changing the
decision, you should follow the instructions for Decision amended and explained
(substantive). If further enquiries are needed, follow the instructions for Decision not
sound and justified – further enquiries needed (substantive).
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8. PDR recording on the Other Contact screen where a review has been completed
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The following are options available in the ‘Action Taken’ field. When a reviewer completes a
review, they will need to choose at least two options: the option to identify who they are, and
their decision. However, because the ‘other contact’ screen does not have the functionality
of the PDR screen, certain decisions will need to be recorded in specific ways.
DofA responded
CSM responded
ATL responded
ITL responded
Decision confirmed
Case re-opened
Decision confirmed – further explanation needed
Decision changed.
Where the reviewer has decided that the decision was correct, or that the decision was
correct but further explanation was needed, they should record the detail of who responded
and either ‘decision confirmed’ or ‘decision confirmed – further explanation needed’.
8.1. Where the reviewer has decided that the decision on the complaint was wrong,
but that it does not need to be progressed through to the next business process
In these cases, the reviewer should record ‘case re-opened’ alongside the detail of who
responded. The original decision screen will need to be overwritten with the new decision
and new decision date. The reviewer should record what the old decision was, and what it
was changed to in the ‘Lessons learned’ free text box along with any comments they need to
make about good or poor practice.
8.2. Where the reviewer has decided that the decision on the complaint was wrong
and that the complaint needs to be progressed through to the next business
process
In these cases, the reviewer should record ‘Decision changed’ and ‘Case re-opened’,
alongside the detail of who responded. The original decision screen will need to be
overwritten with the new decision and new decision date. The reviewer should record what
the old decision was, and what it was changed to in the ‘Lessons learned’ free text box along
with any comments they need to make about good or poor practice. The decision statement
needs moving from the statement for publication folder to the decision folder.
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9. Service complaints
A service complaint is an expression of dissatisfaction from one or more customers or
members of the public about the standard of service we have provided. Bodies in
jurisdiction can also make a complaint about the service they have received from us.
Service complaints should generally be submitted within one month of the event being
complained about, or a month from when the complainant discovers they have reason to
complain.
Staff should try to deal with a service complaint at the outset if at all possible. If this is not
possible, service complaints will normally be considered by the individual’s line manager
who will issue a response within 20 working days of receipt, unless extra time is needed.
If a service complaint is submitted in conjunction with a challenge to a decision, the CAU and
PDR will be dealt with together by the manager who is next on the PDR rota (the individual’s
line manager would not respond in this situation).
The Challenge/staff conduct complaint information form
Where an Investigator or ATL receives a complaint about their conduct they can complete
the Challenge/staff conduct complaint information form if they wish to comment on the
complaint that has been made about them – this is not a requirement for CAUs but must be
completed where we receive a valid PDR request.
Examples of service complaints include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delay in dealing with a complaint
Failure to respond to communications or keep in touch appropriately
Discourtesy/rudeness
Insensitivity towards the PA’s circumstances or feelings
Bias
Discrimination
Other employee conduct
Requests to change Investigator

Where we receive a complaint that an employee was rude or discourteous during a
telephone conversation, the manager responding to the CAU should contact IT to request a
copy of the telephone recording and upload it to the ECHO record. The telephone recording
will be retained on the ECHO record in line with our file retention policy. This will ensure
recordings are retained for 12 months after the date of the final decision and be made
available to the External Reviewer. Please note our telephone recording system only keeps
recordings for 30 days. If we receive a CAU beyond this timeframe telephone recordings
may no longer be available.
A challenge to a PDR rejection letter from the Investigator is not grounds for a CAU.
It is not necessary for a complainant to complete a form to submit a service complaint.
Written complaints ensure there can be no misunderstandings, but if a complainant wishes
to submit their service complaint by telephone then this will be adequate. Where a verbal
service complaint is received, a copy of the service complaint procedure should be sent to
the complainant if it has not already been sent. Staff should also give a complainant the
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opportunity to submit any further comments in writing if they wish to do so. The staff
member receiving the verbal complaint should ensure a note is made whether the
complainant has said they will send in further written comments or not.
The ‘fluency duty’
From 21 November 2016, a service complaint can also include issues around the proficiency
and standard of spoken English by a staff member. More information can be found in The
Code of Practice on the English language requirement for public sector workers. A legitimate
complaint under this Code will be made by a member of the public or someone acting on his
or her behalf. A complaint about the strength of a public sector worker’s accent, dialect,
manner or tone of communication, origin or nationality would not be considered legitimate as
a complaint about the fluency duty.
The Code of Practice does not oblige us to respond to complaints that are vexatious,
oppressive, threatening or abusive. Our normal procedures for dealing with these issues will
still apply.
Where we receive a legitimate complaint about a staff member’s standard of spoken
English, we must assess its merits against the necessary standard of spoken English
required for the role in question. If the complaint is upheld, we must consider what steps
can be taken to meet the fluency duty. Steps may include specific training, retraining or
assessment, re-deployment or dismissal. When considering these types of complaint, we
should take account of:
•
•
•
•

The nature of the complaint.
English language provision for public sector workers
The information received from the complainant or their representative.
The complainant’s expectations of an outcome.

9.1. The service complaint screen
Access to this screen is restricted. The only people who have access are managers and the
case owner of the particular complaint. The PDR Information Form has a breakdown of the
options available under ‘Nature of Complaint’. Any field marked with a red star on this screen
is mandatory. If the CAU is about more than one person, you must create multiple entries on
the screen. One for each person complained about.
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10. Feedback to the member of staff and their manager
There will no longer be a form for managers to complete following a review. Managers will
generally include their comments on the quality screen, however, when upholding a PDR,
information must be recorded in the ‘details’ and ‘lessons learned’ boxes on the PDR screen
for challenges to investigation decisions, or the ‘lessons learned’ box on the Other contact
screen for challenges to Intake or Assessment decisions. Where the issue has been a staff
conduct complaint, the ‘comments/notes’ and ‘lessons learned’ boxes on the service
complaints screen should be completed.
If there are issues that are inappropriate to enter in the text boxes on the PDR or other
contact screen, managers should discuss these directly.
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